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Abstract: The author presents the situation of the current units
working between academic environment and business environ-
ment. The paper presents the possibility of using a dynamic
structure to develop University Competence Centers.

1. The analysis of current condition of Academic-Business Units

Currently there are 87 Academic-Business Units in Poland. The largest of this groups
is NOT (Federation of Engineering Associations) – 40 %, next are located individual
Research Units – 30 %, independent companies – 16 %, Science and Technology Parks
– 9 % and other – 5 %.

Main sources of foundings of the Academic-Business Units are:
1. grants and dedicated projects (46%),
2. Consulting (19%)
3. Coaching (10%).

Main Clients of the Academic Business Units are:
1. MSP - 46%(small and medium-sized enterprises),
2. researchers (25%),
3. students (9%)
4. starting entrepreneurs (8%).

2. A UCC’s organisational structure

In the author’s opinion, a UCC’s activity should be characterised by project approach
to its framework; in turn, the organisational structure of the UCC’s functioning should
be rapidly adjusted to the dynamics and the scale of cooperation with centre’s part-
ners. Establishing both clear and effective functioning of the UCC is of highlighting
key importance for a successful fulfilment of the undertaken incentives. In the au-
thor’s opinion, choosing the right team which has necessary managerial competences,
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and a structure that will enable them to effectively play out their roles is a key aspect.
The approach suggested by the author is in favour of efficient UCC management and
decision-making process on all levels of functioning.

A UCC’s functioning should depend on efficient translation of the strategic goals
of undertaken cooperation onto particular goals linked to dedicated projects. In order
to achieve desired results it is essential to appoint a UCC leader whose skilful lead-
ership will ensure proper relations between functional goals and on-going projects.
Key principles of effective leadership base on making vision and showing that a UCC
is capable of realising it. A UCC Manager should skilfully delegate entitlements for
making decisions which will ensure proper execution of tasks dedicated to particular
team members , while showing visible engagement through guaranteeing that neces-
sary resources will be available for conducted works, and able balancing of priorities in
undertaken cooperation with current on-going business activity through focusing on
accomplishing business advantages oneself. Moreover, a UCC Manager should possess
all the crucial project-coordination-related skills which will enable a transition to new
services with the old ones still in offer, and be able to skilfully identify, access and
manage risk. Fig. 4 depicts a model structure of a UCC’s functioning.

The picture shown above, a three-tiered organisational structure presents teams
functioning within a UCC’s activity framework and their immediate relations. These
teams are built based on 3 main groups:

1. A Sponsoring Group represented by senior management teams of corporations
and academic units taking up common incentives;

2. A UCC Management Centre represented by managers/staff of corporations and
academic units;

3. Project Environment represented by project managers and task-oriented groups
made of staff from corporations and academic units (in the latter case also
students).

Fig. 1. Presentation of a current Academic-Business Units in Poland
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Fig. 2. Sources of founding

A Sponsoring Group’s main tasks are: making vision and appointing main goals
that will direct an undertaken cooperation, solving strategic issues that occur end
to end in different activities, acknowledging and confirming successful realisation of
on-going actions, and choosing, counselling and supporting a UCC Manager who is
equal to the Sponsoring Group’s representatives.

A UCC Manager is responsible for a UCC’s activity ensuring accomplishment of
the goals and desired advantages. A person acting UCC Manager should be chosen

Fig. 3. Clients of Academic Business Units
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from an academic unit’s representatives that are more likely to fell like home in the
academic environment. Such a person should also have a lot of determination and
be properly established in an academic unit in order to properly manage and make
decisions, as well as provide leadership to UCC’s teams and accept responsibility for
their actions. A UCC Manager’s part is to create a working environment that follows
a UCC’s vision and mission, as well as to live up to both academic and business
environment’s expectations through topping the levels of services offered. A UCC
Manager runs a UCC throughout the whole cycle of the cooperation, manages con-
nections with prominent stakeholders by keeping them engaged in on-going projects,
manages main strategic risks and maintains consistency of current work with its func-

Fig. 4. A model structure of a UCC’s functioning
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tionality’s strategic directions. Undoubtedly, a UCC Manager needs to possess the
ability to clearly formulate thoughts and decisions, but above all should have good
managerial skills.

Members of UCC Management Centre (UCCMC) are immediately subordinate to
a UCC Manager, and the entitlements supporting the UCC Manager’s work through
providing resources and proper engagement are delegated to them. UCCMC members
bear direct responsibility for tasks they were trusted to carry out and products of the
on-going activity. In order to a UCC’s functioning to run accordingly with assumed
expectations, a UCCMC team should comprise a UCC Manager, an Operational
Manager, a Business Change Manager, as well as a Project Executive Leader in
case of the Project Manager not being the Project Executive Leader, and if needed,
representatives of particular organisations’ functional departments (e.g. department
of finance).

An Operational Manager’s main tasks are coordinating on-going projects and their
mutual relations through active monitoring of progress, solving problematic issues
through initiating corrective measures, and maintaining cohesion of realised projects
and their environment in order to fully support particular projects. An Operational
Manager (OM) should ensure proper selection and dynamic acquisition of persons for
task-oriented teams. An OM is directly subordinate to a UCC Manager who should
be informed about progress in all on-going projects. An OM cooperates with a Busi-
ness Change Manager (BCM), who acts on the operational level, as equals. A BCM
is responsible for creating new business structures and all the operational activities
connected with them. A BCM should be given a proper scope of responsibilities and
entitlements in areas of cooperation. A BCM should be oriented on realising advan-
tages through product delivery. It would be good if business-oriented representatives
of cooperating corporations were appointed this role.

Project Executive representatives (of teams supervising projects and task-oriented
teams) and Project Managers in case of the project being realised without a Project
Executive, cooperate directly with a UCC Management Centre.

Apart from the model structure roles listed above, there may be some additional,
temporarily-engaged roles at different times of on-going cooperation, e.g. a UCC’s
Accountant who monitors all works regarding compliance with financial procedures,
or a Field Expert who provides key knowledge concerning standards, methodologies,
technologies, and suggests the direction in which conducted works should evolve.

Proper management of on-going projects, skilful adaptation to management method-
ology of particular projects, as well as ever-changing project environment extort effi-
cient communication among particular projects and task-oriented groups. In case ‘A’
a project with a UCC Manager acting Project Executive Leader is considered.

In case ‘B’ projects requiring assurance of desired levels of line in activity, man-
agement and decision making are taken into account. In case ‘C’ there is a situation
where a BCM is a member of a project-managing team.
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